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Our media industry bears a tremendous
responsibility. It holds the power not only to report
and reflect but at times to foment public opinion.
In general, those who produce and report the news
hold themselves to high standards of veracity and
reliability. But there are times when, like so many
of us, members of the media prove fallible.
Whether under a tight deadline or the
pressure to be provocative, newsmakers can
often fall back on stereotypes, ignorance, and
coded language when talking about candidates in
a highly contested political election. When such a
remark appears in print or on the air, it is not merely
the integrity of our media that is diminished. What
is reported is often repeated—without reflection.
Hence the tenor of popular debate suffers, too.
The 2008 primaries have provided us
with a unique moment to examine ourselves as a
nation—and the media we consume. Says Carol
Jenkins, a journalist for 30 years and President of
The Women’s Media Center,
/a O `SacZb W\ ^O`b ]T bVS [SRWO¸a
Q]dS`OUS]T]c`QO\RWRObSabVST`OQbc`W\U
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7T eS¸`S ZcQYg bVWa \Se \ObW]\ eWZZ PS
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c\RS`SabW[ObSR
Jenkins is hardly alone in these beliefs.
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At a recently convened forum at The Paley
Center for Media in New York City called “From
Soundbites to Solutions: Bias, Punditry and the
Press in the 2008 Election,” a full seventy-five
percent of audience members reported a belief
that the U.S. media industry lacks the diversity
and cultural competency to accurately report
on issues concerning candidates’ race, gender,
class, and age.i When reporters, editors, and
producers lack the skills to report accurately in
the face of difference, coverage can suffer from
implicit, and often unconscious, bias. Since the
primaries, there has been little recognition by
members of the press or even the campaigns
that any kind of bias exists. If you don’t see it,
how can you address it? Such is the conundrum
addressed by this report.
Bias, Punditry, and the Press originated
from the aforementioned public forum. On
June 17, 2008, three organizations who study
media and its role in democracy convened an
open gathering in New York City to discuss the
recent press treatment of candidates’ gender,
race, class, and age, and the political landscape
which allowed for biased representation as the
primary campaigns ensued. The conveners
had been working on these issues from multiple
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angles, including the inclusion side (Women’s
Media Center), the candidate supply side (White
House Project), and the newsroom side (Maynard
Institute for Journalism Education). They invited
members of the mainstream media—White
House correspondents, foreign correspondents,
magazine columnists, newspaper reporters,
television hosts, radio commentators—to
exchange thoughts with prominent pollsters,
journalism professors, and leaders of national
think tanks; they also canvassed the audience
of over 200 influence makers across a range of
sectors to collect their opinions. The findings
were surprising and profound.
@(2]g]cbVW\YbVObX]c`\OZWabaVOdS]dS`abS^^SRbVS
ZW\SPSbeSS\`S^]`bW\UO\R]^W\W]\W\bVSQ]dS`OUS]T
bVSQO[^OWU\b]RObS-

Young people, in particular, are
wary of spin. According to a recent
report about college student political
engagement, students argue that
they cannot be adequately informed
about public issues because “the news
media is biased and untrustworthy.”iv
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Among attendees at the forum, 88
percent felt that journalists had overstepped the
line between reporting and opinion in campaign
coverage to date. Panelists debated whether
the media’s election coverage reported on,
reflected, or actually created bias. Many felt
that peers in the media had inappropriately
embedded themselves as pundits in the so-called
war room of the primaries, serving up judgment
instead of reporting facts. Panelists and audience
members alike felt that television newscasters
in particular were out of touch with the kind of
coverage American voters needed and deserved,
though print venues were guilty of perpetuating
inaccuracy and blunders too.

2

Skepticism about reporters cuts across
income, race, gender, age, and political party. A
Gallup poll conducted in May 2008 found over
half (52%) of Americans disapprove of the job the
news media are doing in covering the election.ii
According to a June 6, 2008 Rasmussen Reports
national telephone survey, only 17 percent of
voters nationwide believe that most reporters try
to offer unbiased coverage of election campaigns
while four times as many (68 percent) believe most
reporters try to help the candidate that they want to
win. The perception that reporters are advocates
rather than observers is held by 82 percent of
Republicans, 56 percent of Democrats, and 69
percent of voters not affiliated with either major
party. Looking ahead to the fall campaign, only
24 percent of voters believe that most reporters
will try to offer unbiased coverage.iii

An independent press is essential for a
strong and sustainable democracy. Yet we have
clearly come to a place where stereotypes and
opinions masquerading as fact have broken the
public’s trust of the media. This report represents
a first step in attempting to heal that rift by offering
real solutions—for those of us inside and outside
the media—that can combat the issues of bias
that continue to vex us.
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Candidates, campaigns, and political
parties can help keep the media focused on
accurate and intelligent representation, for the
benefit and betterment of all. A majority of
the attendees at the “Soundbites to Solutions“
conference believed the candidates themselves
bear “a lot of responsibility” to speak out against
coverage or behavior that is racist, sexist, or
ageist, and that political parties and party
leadership bear even more.
@) 6]e [cQV `Sa^]\aWPWZWbg R] QO\RWRObSa VOdS b]
a^SOY ]cb OUOW\ab Q]dS`OUS ]` PSVOdW]` bVOb Wa `OQWab
aSfWab]`OUSWab/Z]b]T`Sa^]\aWPWZWbg($"
B^\T
aTb_^]bXQX[Xch)"!

Clearly, candidates need to take
responsibility for their surrogates, as what
these individuals say and do reflects directly
upon them. Additionally, candidates and party
leadership need to pay better attention to media
watch groups (see Appendix B), and respond to
their campaigns for action around media bias by
contacting producers, editors, and CEOs directly
or by proxy.
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According to many gathered at the
“Soundbites to Solutions” conference, however,
it is the producers and executives behind the
cameras who bear primary responsibility for
ensuring accurate, unbiased coverage. Notes
New York Daily News columnist Juan Gonzalez:
µIBKVS ^`]RcQS`a O\R SfSQcbWdSa O`S
[OW\Zg `Sa^]\aWPZS PSQOcaS eS VOdS
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· 8 steps members of the press
can take RIGHT NOW to educate
themselves about unconscious bias,
coded language, and diversifying
both staff and coverage
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Producers, executives, journalists, and pundits
owe it to the voters to do better going forward.
And media consumers owe it to themselves to
speak out against biased coverage.
Bias, Punditry, and the Press offers a look
at how this season’s reportage on our presidential
candidates has revealed a lingering diversity gap
in the press and points out a systemic pattern of
bias on issues of race, gender, class, and age.
It offers a synthesis of the best thinking from the
June 17 forum, along with additional analysis of
the latest coverage and national polls. And it
focuses on solutions—concrete ways to bring
about the kind of balance in coverage so many
of us crave.

4

In this report, you will find:

· 5 things media consumers can do
RIGHT NOW to report bias when they
see it and hold those with the power to
enforce better standards accountable
for media content created on their
watch
There is power in unity.
The
nonpartisan coalition behind this publication
is united in our commitment to protect
voters’ rights to media coverage free of
racism, sexism or ageism. As Pat Mitchell,
President of The Paley Center for Media,
aptly notes, “None of those ‘isms’ is a good
thing for democracy.” Indeed, none of these
‘isms’ is good for an electorate that counts
on its press to be, like our nation, diverse,
independent, and free.
We hope you will join us in making your voice
heard.
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1. An inclination to something: bent, cast, disposition, leaning, partiality, penchant, predilection,
predisposition, proclivity, proneness, propensity, squint, tendency, trend, turn.
2. An inclination for or against that inhibits impartial judgment: one-sidedness, partiality,
partisanship, prejudice, prepossession, tendentiousness.

E4A1)
1. To cause to have a prejudiced view: jaundice, prejudice, prepossess, warp.
2. To direct (material) to the interests of a particular group: skew, slant.
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Women polled by Lifetime were nearly twice
as likely to say that John McCain has been
hurt instead of helped by attention to his age
(36% to 19%).v
A Rasmussen Reports survey found that 43%
of voters said Clinton received the worst
treatment from the media.vi
It’s been an extraordinary, unprecedented
election. An unparalleled 5.7 million people under
the age of 30 voted in the 2008 primaries, a 109%
increase from the last presidential election.vii And
for the first time in U.S. history, top contenders
for our nation’s top job have included a Mormon,
a Latino, an African American, a woman, and
a septuagenarian, at age 71. In certain ways,
these candidacies caught many in the media
industry unawares and unprepared.
During the 2008 primary season, we
witnessed numerous moments of bias aired
on mainstream and cable news networks, over
radio and in print. For those who’ve had trouble
spotting it—and for those who’ve been diligently
keeping track—we offer below a brief timeline
of bias in reporting across genres, from January
to June 2008. While many of the instances of
bias documented in this report come from those

in the most visible media trenches—columnists,
television hosts, and the like—news writers
and beat journalists are not immune. When a
behind-the-scenes writer for Fox News creates
a headline labeling a candidate’s wife a “baby
mama,” or when political reporters recycle nonsubstantive descriptors like “elite” or “strident”
or “old,” that’s bias proliferating, too.
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While the examples above are drawn from
primary season, coverage during the months
leading up to the primaries was often similarly
skewed. In July 2007, Washington Post reporter
Robin Givhan caused a stir about Hillary Clinton’s
cleavage. That September, the New York Times
ran an entire article analyzing Clinton’s laugh,
characterizing it as witch-like, and so-called
“news” stories about the infamous “cackle”
proliferated across the wires. In December 2007,
Matt Drudge posted an unflattering photograph
of the female candidate above the tagline “The
Toll of the Campaign,” which was picked up by
Rush Limbaugh, whose thoughts appeared under
the heading “Does Our Looks-Obsessed Culture
Want to Stare at an Aging Woman?” Meanwhile,
Michelle Malkin chimed in on Fox News’ Big Story
saying, “If that’s the face of experience, I think it’s
going to scare away a lot of those independent
voters that are on the fence.”

race and John McCain’s age continue to riddle
columns and air waves alike. There are some
who seem surprised by the systemic pile on
of discriminatory and bigoted remarks. Those
who understand the deep roots of bias in this
country—including those of us at The Women’s
Media Center, The White House Project, and the
Maynard Institute—are less so. Still, the type
and degree of stereotyping that circulated this
election season is a wake up call. Says Geneva
Overholser, Director of the School of Journalism
at the University of Southern California,

It’s not just Senator Clinton who’s been
at the receiving end of this kind of treatment.
The New York Times’ Maureen Dowd began
pummeling Obama’s masculinity as early as
June of 2007 when she bestowed upon him the
feminizing moniker “Obambi.” And as recently as
July of 2008, John McLaughlin could be heard
posing this question on his Sunday morning talk
show, The McLaughlin Group: “Does it frost…
Jesse Jackson, that someone like Obama, who
fits the stereotype blacks once labeled as an
Oreo -- a black on the outside, a white on the
inside -- should be the beneficiary of the long civil
rights struggle which Jesse Jackson spent his
lifetime fighting for?”

0BT[TRcX^]^U@d^cTb5a^\cWT
2^]UTaT]RT

The beat goes on. Now that Clinton
has left the race, Cindy McCain and Michelle
Obama have become focal points for media
sexism, while subtle and not so subtle negative
comments about Barack Obama’s class and

“Fools that we were, we didn’t really
think we were going to see sexism and
racism [like this] when this campaign
started. What we’re dealing with now is
recurrences of attitudes that have existed
in our country for ages. And we shouldn’t
be shocked.”

µ<][ObbS`V]eZWbbZS]`V]e[cQVg]c
VOdSeObQVSR`SORI]`KZWabS\SRb]bVS
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ZO`USZgRWaO^^SO`SR7bVW\YbVSaO[S
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OP]cb-¸0SQOcaSbVSaSO`SacQVQ][[]\
YW\Ra]TZO\UcOUS¶
³1OZZWS1`]aaZSg<ObW]\OZBSZSdWaW]\O\R
@ORW]1][[S\bOb]`

µ7 R] bVW\Y e][O\ O`S a^ZW\bS`SR Pcb
7 R]\¸b \SQSaaO`WZg aSS bVOb Oa O POR
bVW\U 7 [SO\ e][O\ O`S #! ]T bVS
^]^cZObW]\´ eS¸`S VO`RZg U]W\U b] OZZ
bVW\YOZWYS¶
³AcaO\1O``]ZZAS\W]`AQV]ZO`1S\bS`T]`
/[S`WQO\E][S\O\R>]ZWbWQa

µI=Kc`ROcUVbS`aO`SabWZZZSO`\W\UbVSaS
RSU`ORW\U O\R RWaQ]c`OUW\U ZSaa]\a 
[]ab`SQS\bZgbV`]cUVbVS[SRWOQ]dS`OUS
]T bVS & SZSQbW]\ <] ]\S  \]b SdS\
1ZW\b]\ VS`aSZT  Wa aOgW\U bVOb aVS Z]ab
bVS`OQST]`>`SaWRS\bPSQOcaS]TaSfWa[
W\QOPZS\Sea]`bVSPZ]U]a^VS`SO\RbVS
RSU`SSb]eVWQVaSfWabQ]dS`OUS^ZOgSRO
^O`bWaRSPObOPZSGSbeSZ]aba][SbVW\U
T]`]c`\ObW]\¸aROcUVbS`aeV]eS`SaS\b
Oab`]\U[SaaOUSOP]cbTOW`\SaaRc`W\U
bVS^`W[O`gaSOa]\g]cQO\^ZOgPcbWb
e]\¸bPSOTOW`¿UVb¶
´;O`WSEWZa]\>`SaWRS\bBVSEVWbS6]caS
>`]XSQbviii

 µ@SdS`S\R E`WUVb PSQO[S O VOZZ[O`Y
]T a]`b ]T bVS `OQWOZ RW[S\aW]\a ]T bVS
=PO[O QO[^OWU\  I7b PSQO[SK O dS`g
W\bS`SabW\U a]`b ]T UO[S  6S`S g]c VOR
1<<;A<01O\Ra][S]TbVS]bVS`QOPZS
QVO\\SZa aOg ·=V eSZZ 4]f RWR Wb Pcb
eS¸ZZ^ZOgWbObV]caO\RbW[S/\ReS¸ZZ
[OYSac`SbVObg]cUSbWbPSQOcaSbVWaWa
`SOZZg dS`g \Seag abcTT O\R eS¸dS U]b b]
R]Wbb]]¸¶
³@]\EOZbS`a>`]TSaa]`]T5]dS`\[S\bO\R
>]ZWbWQaC\WdS`aWbg]T;O`gZO\R

µ7 bVW\Y 0O`OQY =PO[O TOQSa O dS`g
RWTTS`S\b YW\R ]T `WaY eVWQV Wa bVOb
]\S ]T bVS eOga ]T RS[SO\W\U O\gP]Rg
eV]WaO[W\]`WbgWab]^cbW\_cSabW]\
bVSW` aSfcOZWbg  <]b W\ bVS aS\aS ]T
V][]aSfcOZWbgPcbW\bVSaS\aSbVOb·VS¸a
b]] e][O\WaV¸  BVSg¸dS OZ`SORg aOWR
bVOb VS¸a bVS ¿`ab e][O\ QO\RWRObS  7b
eOa bVS T`]\b ^OUS ]T <SeaeSSY a][S
eSSYaOU]
>Ob`WQWOEWZZWO[a1]Zc[\WabBVS<ObW]\
O\R>`]TSaa]`]T:Oe1]Zc[PWOC\WdS`aWbg
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4W\RW\UaO\R/\OZgaWa

AT_^acX]V0Ra^bb5Pd[c;X]Tb
µEVS\eSV]ZR]c`b]\UcSOaeS¸`S]TbS\S\Q]c`OUSR
b]R]OP]cbbVSRO\US`a]TaSfWa[PSQOcaSeS[WUVb
USbZOPSZSRO^O`bWaO\T]`]\SQO\RWRObS]`O\]bVS`
]`eVS\eSUSbacQYSRW\b]ORSPObS]dS`eVWQVWa[]`S
I^`SdOZS\bK ]` eVWQV Wa []`S RO\US`]ca `OQWa[ ]`
aSfWa[eSO`SRWaQ]c\bW\UO\RRS\WU`ObW\UbVSdS`g
T]c\RObW]\]TbVWaRS[]Q`OQg¶
³>Ob;WbQVSZZ

 µIEKVWZS bVS`S¸a PSS\ O Z]b ]T RWaQcaaW]\ ]T `OQS W\
bVWa QO[^OWU\ bVS`S¸a PSS\ ZWbbZS RWaQcaaW]\ OP]cb
V]e bVS \Obc`S ]T `OQWOZ Q]\ÀWQb W\ /[S`WQO VOa
QVO\USR¬ IBKVS`S¸a PSS\ \] ObbS[^b Pg bVS [SRWO
b]b`gb]c\RS`abO\ReVgWbWabVOba][O\g:ObW\]a
U`OdWbObSR W\ ZO`US \c[PS`a b] bVS 6WZZO`g 1ZW\b]\
QO[^OWU\dS`acabVS0O`OQY=PO[OQO[^OWU\O\R
eVObbVWaWaU]W\Ub][SO\W\bVSUS\S`OZSZSQbW]\¶
³8cO\5]\hOZSh1]Zc[\Wab<SeG]`Y2OWZg<Sea

µ7 bVW\Y bVOb bVS`S VOa PSS\ bVWa W[^`SaaW]\
^O`bWQcZO`Zg \]e eWbV bVS \][W\ObW]\ ]T 0O`OQY
=PO[ObVObeS¸dS]dS`Q][S`OQSbVObWb¸a\]Z]\US`
O\WaacSbVObUS\RS`WabVSVWUVSabO\RVO`RSabUZOaa
QSWZW\U  /\R 7 PSW\U P]bV /T`WQO\ /[S`WQO\ O\R
PSW\UTS[OZS7e]cZRaOgbVObP]bV]TbV]aSO`SOaabWZZ
VOdSOZ]\UeOgb]U]¶
³>O[SZO<SeYW`Y/aa]QWObS>`]TSaa]`]T8]c`\OZWa[<SeG]`Y
C\WdS`aWbg

To be sure, the divisions of race, class,
gender, generation and geography form some of
the most powerful prisms through which we see
ourselves, each other, and events around us.ix
But at any one time, and in any one person, more
than one of these prisms is generally at work.
Says Dori J. Maynard of the Maynard Institute
for Journalism Education, “[W]e’ve heard a great
deal about race and class in this election, often
in ways that pitted the two against each other,

and that isn’t helpful. It isn’t one or the
other; it’s both and more. Age and class
are the undercurrents running through
our national debate.” Dr. Ron Walters,
Professor of Government and Politics
at the University of Maryland, agrees.
“You’re dealing with different perspectives.
Whether it’s gender, whether it’s race,
what you have is this tremendous mixing
bowl where these perspectives really are
clashing. To privilege one over the other
is exactly what the media is doing; they’re
saying there’s only one.”
Journalists with an international
perspective have been quick to identify
this tendency to reduce human complexity
to terms of either/or as particularly
“American.”
Says CNN international
correspondent Christiane Amanpour, “[A]
part of the narrative in this country over
the primary election was the permanent
narrative in the [American] press which
is: you must have a devil and a hero. We
have it in wars, Good/Evil, Black/White;
the nuance is lost.”
But more than just nuance was
lost when the media conversation during
the primaries devolved into a debate over
who had it worse as a candidate seeking
the Presidency, an African American
man or a white woman—in other words,
whether sexism or racism was worse.

BVS U`O^VWQ OQQ][^O\gW\U O\ O`bWQZS W\ BVS 0]ab]\
5Z]PS T`][ 4SP`cO`g % & bWbZSR µ0ZOQY ;O\ da
EVWbSE][O\¶
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The question of whether sexism or
racism might prove a greater stumbling block
to the nation’s top job is an interesting one, but
headlines pitting sexism against racism neither
informed nor advanced our understanding of the
candidates’ political differences and positions.
The prospect of a media conversation fixated on
racism vs. ageism feels equally immaterial.
Social identities are situational. How
and whether race, gender, class, or age—or
other markers of identity, like religion or sexual
orientation—is important depends largely on
context. In a country where white men run
against each other for the Presidency century
after century, voters during previous election
cycles would have balked at a headline fixating
on the candidates’ race and gender alone: “White
Man vs. White Man.” And yet suddenly, with a

woman and an African American in the race,
identity politics dominated the news no matter
what the candidates said, stood for, or did.
Instead of looking at factors like race and
gender as a case of either/or, we strongly urge a
different approach. The “Fault Lines frameworkx
offers a method for understanding that bigotry
and other forms of abuse and oppression based
on race/ethnicity, gender, religion, nationality,
sexual orientation, age, or class do not act
independently of one another. Rather, forms of
oppression interact, intersect, and interrelate.
@):]]YW\UPOQY]\bVSSZSQbW]\Q]dS`OUSb]RObSRWR
bVS[SRWORS[]\ab`ObSO\OPWZWbgb]OQQc`ObSZg`S^]`b
O\RW\T]`[OQ`]aabVSTOcZbZW\Sa]TUS\RS`-

<](' 

@):]]YW\UPOQY]\bVSSZSQbW]\Q]dS`OUSb]RObSRWR
bVS[SRWORS[]\ab`ObSO\OPWZWbgb]OQQc`ObSZg`S^]`b
O\RW\T]`[OQ`]aabVSTOcZbZW\Sa]T`OQS-

HTb)'
@):]]YW\UPOQY]\bVSSZSQbW]\Q]dS`OUSb]RObSRWR
bVS[SRWORS[]\ab`ObSO\OPWZWbgb]OQQc`ObSZg`S^]`b
O\RW\T]`[OQ`]aabVSTOcZbZW\Sa]TOUS-

<](&

HTb) (

<]($&
@):]]YW\UPOQY]\bVSSZSQbW]\Q]dS`OUSb]RObSRWR
bVS[SRWORS[]\ab`ObSO\OPWZWbgb]OQQc`ObSZg`S^]`b
O\RW\T]`[OQ`]aabVSTOcZbZW\Sa]TQZOaa-

<](76%
HTb)!#
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Racism and sexism, for example, often
function in tandem. Take the case of Michelle
Obama, who as a woman of color quickly became
a target for both racist and sexist remarks (aka, the
smear “angry black woman”—a characterization
which relies for its efficacy on a stereotype of all
black women as aggressive and loud). Note, too,
that describing the leadership style of an African
American male candidate as “feminine,” as a
number of commentators did, played into a long
racist tradition in this country of emasculating
minority men. Says critical race scholar and
legal theorist Patricia Williams, “It was a black/
white divide and it was a male/female divide, but
race was gendered and gender was raced.”
Ultimately, what’s missed in the “sexism
vs. racism vs. ageism” debate is that Barack
Obama, too, has a gender, or that Hillary Clinton
and John McCain have a race, and that at any
one time their social contexts may privilege one
aspect of identity over another. In other words,
identities themselves are ever-shifting. Says
Williams,
µ7bVW\YeS\SSRb]abO`bW[OUW\W\U
OZZ bVS eOga eS QO\ PS e][S\ OZZ bVS
eOga eS QO\ PS a]QOZZSR PZOQY OZZ
bVS eOga eS VOdS ZSb eVWbS\Saa [OYS
W\dWaWPZSeV]]c`b`cSO\QSab]`aO`SO\R
eVOb]`WUW\abVSgac^^`SaaW\PSQ][W\U
eVWbS:Sb¸a`SOZZgabO`bO^^`SQWObW\UOZZ
bVS `WQVZg dO`WSR eOga eS QO\ PSQ][S
/[S`WQO\¶
In a country with an increasingly multicultural
national electorate, new demographics demand
that we widen the lens through which our national
life is portrayed. Those of us in the media now
have a great opportunity to educate ourselves,
diversify, and follow suit.

0;PRZ^U3XeTabXch
@(2]g]cbVW\YbVS[SRWOVOaR]\SOU]]RX]PW\bVSW`
Q]dS`OUS]TbVSSZSQbW]\b]RObS]T`SÀSQbW\U^S]^ZSeV]
bVW\YZWYSg]c-

<](' 

HTb)'

From the reporter’s desk to the executive
suite, the makeup of our press corps still does
not accurately reflect our national diversity. White
men are overwhelmingly the ones making the
decision about what we see and hear through the
press. As both The Women’s Media Center and
the Maynard Institute for Journalism Education
were founded to address, this dearth of women
and people of color impacts everything from story
selection to hiring practices. Without diverse
decision makers in the newsroom, important
stories go untold, and our view of the world as
shaped by the media remains incomplete.
Newsrooms are diversifying all too slowly.
Over the past five years, the number of minority
news directors at local television broadcasting
stations has increased, but from a mere 6.4% to
10.9%. At newspapers, not much has changed.
The number of minority reporters at the nation’s
papers has increased just slightly between 2003
and 2008, from 12.53% to 13.52%.xi
For women of all colors, the statistics
are equally grim. Women hold only 3% of
what are considered to be “clout” positions in
media, publishing, and entertainment. Female
news directors manage only a quarter of TV
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newsrooms. Only 10-15% of radio programmers
and managers are women. And the number
of female reporters across genres has either
stayed the same—or gone down.

DIVERSITY IN THE MEDIAxii
Newspaper
industry

% Minority % Women

2008
Supervisors

11.4

35.2

Copy layout editors

12.2

41.8

Reporters

14.6

39.1

Photographers

16.9

27.1

Supervisors

9.9

33.4

Copy layout editors

11.3

41

Reporters

13.6

39.5

Photographers/
Artist/ Videographers

15.9

25.9

Broadcasting

% Minority

2003

% Women

2007
Local news directors

10.9

26.3

Managers

6.4

14.8

2003
Local news directors

6.6

26.5

Managers

NA

13.9

*Statistics Courtesy of ASNE.org
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Numbers matter. Counts performed
by The White House Project and documented
in their widely circulated Who’s Talking? report
show that men grossly outnumber women and
women of color as guests on five different
Sunday morning talk shows, including Meet the
Press.xii Notes Marie Wilson, “Granted, when it
came to political guests, Tim Russert and the
rest had to take whoever the political sphere
sent, but open slots still remained, and women
were outnumbered in all the shows by nine-toone in guest appearances.” Even when those in
the media industry are aware of this imbalance,
very often “the usual suspects” continue to get
booked, and the discrepancy persists.
Yet there are now multiple outlets that
producers and bookers can employ to end that
discrepancy. SheSource.org (a partnership
between The White House Project and Fenton
Communications) is an online braintrust of female
experts on diverse topics designed to serve
journalists, producers and bookers who need
female guests and sources. It was born in 2005
to help close the gender gap in news coverage
by making it easy for journalists to connect
with women experts on topics of interest. The
Progressive Women’s Voices Program at
The Women’s Media Center trains spokeswomen
from a variety of backgrounds, representing
demographic and ethnic diversity as well as
expertise in areas ranging from security, the
economy and politics to law, peacekeeping and
humanitarian crisis, and then connects them to
the media.
Initiatives like SheSource and Progressive
Women’s Voices have an impact. Slowly, we
are seeing a more diverse array of faces in the
news. And with the 2008 election, particularly in
television news, we have likely seen more faces
of color and more women as commentators
giving analysis and reporting the news than ever
before.

0WOa>c\RWb`gO\RbVS>`Saa

However, it is not enough to simply
hire and book more women and people of
color. Says Juan Gonzalez, columnist at
the New York Daily News, “The networks
and CNN and others [are] beginning to see
a dramatic change in the kinds of folks
they were choosing to cover these events.
But on the other hand I’ve been extremely
disappointed by the shallowness of the
approaches to all of these issues.” The
problem goes deeper than representation
alone. Ensuring that race, gender, class and
age-based diversity makes its way into our
hiring practices is critical—but so is making
sure that a diversity (and depth) of thought
on how these issues play out is both present
and heard by the powers that be.
Accurate reporting requires a level of
“cultural competence” that cannot be simply
assumed. “Culturally competent” individuals
are those who possess knowledge of
cultures and cultural mores beyond their
own; an understanding of the history of race,
an awareness of gender profiling, and a
consciousness about the contours of ageism
are just a few of the elements that make a
media professional broadly informed enough
to truthfully report the news.

to the table and effectively help shape their
news organization’s approach to coverage. Yet
changing the culture of a news organization can
by no means be the job of women and minorities
alone.

µBVS`SVOdSPSS\O\c[PS`]TabcRWSa
R]\S Pg BVS 4`SSR][ 4]`c[ O\R
]bVS` ]`UO\WhObW]\a bVOb Z]]YSR Ob
·bVS `Sd]ZdW\U R]]`¸ ]T X]c`\OZWaba ]T
Q]Z]` PSQOcaS g]c¸`S OZeOga ¿UVbW\U
O\R g]c¸`S cacOZZg W\ acQV O a[OZZ
[W\]`WbgA]OTbS`OeVWZSg]cPSQ][S
abWU[ObWhSR W\ bVS \Sea`]][ O\R
^S]^ZSOd]WRg]cBVS`S¸abVWa^`]PZS[
]T [caWQOZ QVOW`a eVS`S g]c¸`S \]b
`SOZZg U`]eW\U W\ \c[PS` PSQOcaS
g]c¸`SORd]QObW\Ua][cQV¶
³>O[SZO<SeYW`Y

So what, specifically, can be done to change
things?

Media institutions that value this
kind of truth in reporting hire appropriately.
When stations, networks, and publications
hire and retain enough professionals with
experience viewing the world outside of the
prism of (white, male) privilege, the quality of
coverage on issues of race, gender, class,
and age genuinely and lastingly improves.
For when women and people of color are
hired in enough numbers, they are freed
from the professionally hazardous role of
“token” and can bring their own perspectives

0WOa>c\RWb`gO\RbVS>`Saa
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7D @SQ][[S\RObW]\a
/bO5ZO\QS(BW^a4]`BV]aS7\BVS;SRWO7\Rcab`g
Following you will find a set of 8 recommendations those of us in the media can begin
implementing today to help usher in a new era of truly balanced reporting—one that reflects the
increasing diversity our nation today. Many of these recommendations are not new, but the problems
we continue to face in accurately representing the multiplicity of American voices and perspectives
indicates that they bear repeating. This election, in particular, has reminded us of the urgent need to
put them into practice.
1. Diversify the Newsroom. And the Production Booth. And the Editorial Board.
Long-term goals include changing the hierarchy of who is in the media, and who is calling the
shots by defining what counts as news.
2. Staff Up with Intention. Listen.
Intentionally hire those who will take on issues of diversity in news coverage (and in newsrooms)
in a more institutional way. Hire reporters, editors, and producers who are capable of reporting
accurately across the fault lines of difference, hire them in sufficient numbers, and make sure their
voices are heard.
3. Rethink “Embedded” Punditry.
News organizations should rethink the place of punditry in reporting news. Professional journalists
must be elevated once again as primary sources of information. Give the viewers what they want and
need: more coverage of issues, less opinion disguised as fact.
4. Speak Out in the Newsroom. See Something? Say Something.
You do not have to be a woman or a person of color to speak out about imbalanced reporting at your
paper or network.
5. Get Beyond Reporting in Black and White.
In their day-to-day reporting, journalists must come to recognize how race, class, gender and
generation interrelate.
6. Know the Code—and Avoid Coded Language.
Just as good journalists examine their words for correct spelling, punctuation, grammar, usage,
and style, so too will they want to check for biased language that could unfairly represent their
subjects.
7. Diversify the Guest List.
SheSource.org, the online braintrust of female experts on diverse topics explicitly designed to serve
journalists, producers and bookers who seek female guests and sources, and the Progressive
Women’s Voices Program should become go-to stops for every booker in the industry.
8. Establish Standards and Accountability Mechanisms.
News organizations must make clear to their employees what it means to be sexist or racist or ageist
in their coverage and make sure that their organization’s standards are widely known.
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 2WdS`aWTg bVS <Sea`]][  /\R
bVS >`]RcQbW]\ 0]]bV  /\R bVS
3RWb]`WOZ0]O`R
Long-term goals include changing the
hierarchy of who is in the media, and who is
calling the shots by defining what counts as
news. Without a diverse roster of reporters,
writers, anchors, producers, editors and
sources, important stories go untold, and our
media-shaped view of the world is skewed. For
example, a recent New York Times story on the
shifting African American political landscape
quotes three sources, none of whom are African
American.xiv Presumably, speaking to at least one
member of the community being discussed in the
article might have lent a different perspective to
the reporting, as would assigning the story to a
reporter (or having it edited by an editor) whose
level of cultural competence allowed him or her
to see the limitations of sourcing the story in this
way.
There are a number of advocacy
organizations working on these issues; make
sure to get on their email lists and use them as
resources and allies. (For a list of organizations
that work on this issue, see Appendix B.)

µ8SaaS 8OQYa]\¸a QO[^OWU\ ]^S\SR bVS
R]]` T]` O Z]b ]T PZOQY X]c`\OZWaba Pcb
7 R]\¸b aSS bVOb W\ bVWa QO[^OWU\  7\
ZO`US ^O`b Wb VOa O Z]b b] R] eWbV bVS
abObS]T]c`W\Rcab`g`WUVb\]eBVS`S¸a
O Z]b ]T R]e\aWhW\U U]W\U ]\ W\ O Z]b
]T Q][^O\WSa W\ \Sea^O^S` O\R W\
bSZSdWaW]\O\RbVObVOa^OWRO^`WQS]\
RWdS`aWbg¬/a[O\gOabV`SSVc\R`SR
X]c`\OZWaba]TQ]Z]`VOdSZSTbbVSW\Rcab`g
bV`]cUVZOg]TTaO\RR]e\aWhW\Ua]bVS
^W^SZW\SWa\O``]e7O[]\S]T7bVW\Y
T]c` ]` ¿dS PZOQY `S^]`bS`a ]cb ]T bVS
!Q]dS`W\UbVSEVWbS6]caS7b
[OYSaORWTTS`S\QSPSQOcaSg]c\SSRb]

VOdS^S]^ZSeV]QO\VSZ^bVSRWaQcaaW]\
O\R^`][]bSbVSRWaQcaaW]\¶
³EWZZWO[2]cUZOaEVWbS6]caS1]``Sa^]\RS\b
;Q1ZObQVgEOaVW\Ub]\0c`SOc

AbOTTc^eWbV7\bS\bW]\:WabS\
News organizations must make it their
goal to hire numbers of individuals who bring
diversity in its many forms to their newsrooms.
They must also be savvy and sensitive enough to
hire individuals who bring a diversity of outlooks
and perspectives to these issues and to make
sure that their voices are heard. Intentionally
hire those who will take on issues of diversity
in news coverage (and in newsrooms) in a
more institutional way. Hire reporters, editors,
and producers who are capable of reporting
accurately across the fault lines of difference,
hire them in sufficient numbers, and listen to
what they are saying.

µ=\ 1<< eS VOdS O VcUS O\R
\SeZg RWdS`aS `]abS` ]T O\QV]`a O\R
`S^]`bS`a O Z]b ]T :ObW\]a O Z]b ]T
/T`WQO\ /[S`WQO\a e][S\´ Pcb Wb¸a
OZ]b]T^O\SZaOaeSZZ¬\]b`S^]`bW\U
OP]cb /T`WQO\ /[S`WQO\ VWab]`g \]b
`S^]`bW\U OP]cb bVS VWab]`g ]T e][S\
W\ bVWa Q]c\b`g \]b OQbcOZZg U]W\U b]
bVS ^S]^ZS O\R OaYW\U bVS[ IOP]cb
bVSW`Sf^S`WS\QSaK¶
³1V`WabWO\S/[O\^]c`

µEVS\g]cVOdSb]^`]RcQS[]`SW\ZSaa
bW[S]\OZ]eS`PcRUSbeWbVZSaaabOTT
ac^^]`bIO\RKZSaaSRWb]`WOZaQ`cbW\g
W\ bVS ^`]QSaa bVS`S Wa \]b bW[S T]`
`SÀSQbW]\/\RbVSWRSObVOba][SP]Rg
[WUVbabOTTc^W\]`RS`b]ORR`SaabVS
^`]PZS[W\O\S\dW`]\[S\bW\eVWQV
SdS`gbVW\U Wa abOT¿\U R]e\ [SO\a
bVOb bVOb¸a \]b bVS I]\ZgK eOg eS¸`S
U]W\Ub]USbOa]ZcbW]\VS`S¶
³9ObVZSS\6OZZ8O[WSa]\
2W`SQb]`/\\S\PS`U>cPZWQ>]ZWQg1S\bS`
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In the words of Carol Jenkins of The
Women’s Media Center, the mainstream media—
particularly the 24-hour cable outlets—too often
“embedded” pundits to offer their own opinions on
the candidates and their campaigns. This resulted
in persistent stories of John McCain’s primary
campaign having no chance; insistent calls for
Hillary Clinton to drop out after Iowa; and daily
speculation that Rev. Jeremiah Wright’s speeches
would doom Barack Obama’s candidacy.
The excessive use of pundits blurs the line
between opinion and fact. The result is a public that
increasingly thinks all media are creating the news
instead of reporting it. News organizations should
rethink punditry: it has overwhelmed reporting as
the source of information. Professional journalists
must be elevated once again as primary sources
of the news. Give the viewers what they want and
need: more coverage of issues, less opinion.

 µIBKVS aOR bVW\U OP]cb ]c`
^`]TSaaW]\¬ Wa bVOb 7 bVW\Y eS¸`S ]cb
]T b]cQV eWbV bVS ^S]^ZS  0SQOcaS
RSa^WbSbVS`S^]`bW\U]`bVS`S^]`bW\U
bVObeS¸`SQ`WbWQOZ]TWbRWR\¸baSS[b]
[OYSORWTTS`S\QSW\bVSd]bW\Ub`S\Ra
>S]^ZS abWZZ eS\b ]cb O\R QOab d]bSa
O\RbVSgQOabd]bSaT]`0O`OQY=PO[O
O\R T]` 6WZZO`g 1ZW\b]\ `WUVb b] bVS
dS`g S\R eVS\ bVS eV]ZS S\bW`S ^`Saa
eOaPOaWQOZZgaOgW\U·AVSaV]cZRP]e
]cb¸ BVS ^S]^ZS eV] OQbcOZZg VOR bVS
^]eS` b] d]bS IeS`SK \]b ZWabS\W\U 
/\R7bVW\YbVObWaa][SbVW\UbVObeS
aV]cZR `SOZZg PS bOYW\U W\b] OQQ]c\b
PSQOcaS7XcabeO\bb]Y\]eeV]eS¸`S
aS`dW\UO\ReVObeS¸`SR]W\U¶
³1V`WabWO\S/[O\^]c`
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µIBKVS`SWaO "V]c`\SeaQgQZS>Og
ObbS\bW]\ b] bVS ¿`ab beSZdS WU\]`S
bVS ZOab beSZdS¬ IBKVS ZOab VOZT bVS
SdS\W\UbW[S \Sea aV]ea 7 R]\¸b
Q]\aWRS`Wb\SQSaaO`WZg·\Sea¸7bVW\Y
bVOb¸a eVS`S g]c USb ·W\T]bOW\[S\b
O\R]^W\W]\¸¶
³EWZZWO[2]cUZOa

µIEKS [cab Q]\bW\cS b] ^caV T]` O
RSS^S` []`S OcbVS\bWQ Q]\dS`aObW]\
]dS`OZZ ES [cab ZSb bVS [OW\ab`SO[
[SRWO Y\]e bVOb eS R]\¸b eO\b b]
RSPObS·`SXSQb¸]`·RS\]c\QS¸T]` "V]c`a
]` U] ]\ eWbQV Vc\ba T]` 5S`OZRW\S
4S``O`]]`AO[O\bVO>]eS`ESeO\b
b]c\RS`abO\ReVObbVSaSe][S\eS`S
b`gW\U b] aOg ES eO\b b] Sf^Z]`S bVS
`SOZWaacSa¶ ³1]c`b\Sg;O`bW\/cbV]`O\R
1]Zc[\Wab/[S`WQO\>`]a^SQb=\ZW\S

"A^SOY=cbW\bVS<Sea`]][
ASSA][SbVW\U-AOgA][SbVW\U
You do not have to be a woman or a
person of color to speak out about imbalanced
reporting at your paper or network. In fact, this
effort should be collaborative, not a lonely battle
for those who are most affected. Form diverse
alliances in the newsroom so that it’s not just
Latinos who are addressing problems in the
Latino community, or African Americans alone
on issues that pertain to the African American
community. That way, no one is stereotyped and
we all have an opportunity to learn about each
other’s communities.

µ<Sea`]][a O`S \] RWTTS`S\b bVO\
P]O`R`]][a ]` ]T¿QSa ]` OaaS[PZg
ZW\SaW\bVObg]cVOdSRWTTS`S\b^S]^ZS
T`][ RWTTS`S\b POQYU`]c\Ra e]`YW\U

0WOa>c\RWb`gO\RbVS>`Saa

b]USbVS`  8cab ZWYS W\ bV]aS `]][a
eVS`S eS a][SbW[Sa O`S `SZcQbO\b b]
bOZY OP]cb bVW\Ua eS bVW\Y e]\¸b PS
eSZZ `SQSWdSR 7 bVW\Y Wb¸a W\Qc[PS\b
c^]\ ca b] USb ]dS` bVOb  BVOb¸a O\
W[^]`bO\b¿`ababS^¶
³EWZZWO[2]cUZOa

µ7bVW\YWb¸aW\Qc[PS\bc^]\OZZU]]R
^S]^ZS´g]cR]\¸bVOdSb]PSOe][O\
O\R g]c R]\¸b VOdS b] PS ]T Q]Z]`´b]
^]W\b]cba][SbVW\UbVObWae`]\UG]c
aV]cZR \]b \SSR b] PS W\ O [W\]`Wbg
U`]c^b]TSSZbVSabW\U]TW\XcabWQS¶
³>O[SZO<SeYW`Y

#5Sb0Sg]\R@S^]`bW\UW\0ZOQY
O\REVWbS
The Fault Lines framework is an
innovative diagnostic tool from the Maynard
Institute for Journalism Education that encourages
journalists to be aware of the fault lines of race,
class, gender, generation and geography in their
day-to-day reporting. It provides journalists with
a more nuanced method of looking at people and
their lives by reminding us that we are each a
combination of all of our fault lines, rather than
one or the other. Visit www.mjie.org to learn
more.

$9\]ebVS1]RS´O\R/d]WR
1]RSR:O\UcOUS
Often, reporters use language that bears
loaded, fraught, and hidden meaning around
issues of gender, race, class, and age. For
example, when Fox News ran a graphic on June
11 calling Michelle Obama “Obama’s Baby Mama,”
they were using coded language that evoked
stereotypes related to race and class. There are
many resources available to help reporters and
others in the industry learn to recognize—and

avoid—these linguistic codes. One of them, The
Women’s Media Center’s Unspinning the Spin:
The Women’s Media Center Guide to Fair
and Accurate Language will be published in
2009, with an introduction by Robin Morgan and
Gloria Steinem.xv

µ7VSO`bVWaOZ]bOP]cb0O`OQY=PO[O(
7Tg]cb]]YOeOgVWa`OQSWTg]cb]]Y
OeOg VWa ^`Sbbg e]`Ra bVS\ eVOb
e]cZR g]c VOdS-  G]c¸R VOdS 5S]`US
0caV¬ 0cb bVS`S¸a O acPbSfb b] bVS
^cZZb]bOYSOeOgWb¸abVSEWhO`R]T
=h W\ `SdS`aS( ·7T ]\Zg VS RWR\¸b VOdS
O P`OW\  7T ]\Zg VS eS`S bVS YW\R ]T
PZOQY ^S`a]\ eS Q]cZR `SOZZg VObS 7T
]\ZgVSeS`S\¸ba]Q]\TcaW\U¸7b¸aW\bVS
ZO\UcOUS ]T \Scb`OZWbg Pcb Wb¸a `SOZZg
OeOg]TS\OPZW\UIOKYW\R]TQW^VS`
T]`VW[bVSacPabWbcbW]\T]`VW[Pg
T]`SfO[^ZS@SdS`S\RE`WUVbeV]Wa
a][SP]Rgd]bS`aQ]cZRaOTSZgVObS7b¸a
dS`gQ][^ZSfObbVObZSdSZO\R7R]\¸b
bVW\Y ^S]^ZS aSS bVS[aSZdSa Oa PSW\U
`OQWab eVS\ bVSg R] bVOb  BVSg aSS
bVS[aSZdSa Oa PSW\U \Scb`OZ ]` ^]ab
`OQS¶
³>Ob`WQWOEWZZWO[a

%2WdS`aWTgbVS5cSab:Wab
Those responsible for selecting and
booking guests on television news shows can
contact SheSource.org or the Progressive
Women’s Voices Program. Both book
spokeswomen and academicians from a variety
of backgrounds, representing demographic and
ethnic diversity as well as expertise in areas
ranging from security, the economy, and politics
to law, peacekeeping, humanitarian crisis, and
more. Both these resources should become goto stops for every booker in the industry.

0WOa>c\RWb`gO\RbVS>`Saa
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µES eWZZ \SdS` VOdS \]`[OZQg OQ`]aa
bVSaS WaacSa c\bWZ eS VOdS \c[PS`a¶
³;O`WSEWZa]\

µBVS [SRWO aOWR ·ESZZ g]c Y\]e
eS R]\¸b Y\]e eVg 0O`OQY =PO[O¸a
eW\\W\U OZZ ]T bVSaS eVWbS abObSa O\R
eVg VS VOa b`]cPZS W\ A]cbV¸ ESZZ
bVS`S¸a O\ S\bW`S ZWbS`Obc`S eVWQV
Sf^ZOW\a bVOb SfQS^b bVS ^S]^ZS eV]
Q]cZRSf^ZOW\WbeS`S\]eVS`SO`]c\R¶
³@]\EOZbS`a

µBVS`S¸aOZ]b]TSf^S`bWaSW\OQORS[WO
]\bVS`]ZS]TUS\RS`O\R`OQS]\bVS
Q]\QS^b]TW\bS`aSQbW]\OZWbgO\R]\V]e
bVSaSWRS\bWbWSaQ][Sb]USbVS`@O`SZg
R]g]caSSO\g]TbVS^S]^ZSeV]VOdS
U`SObSf^S`bWaS]\bVSaSWaacSa]\O\g]T
bV]aSAc\ROg[]`\W\UbOZYaV]ea7b¸a
POaWQOZZg O Z]b ]T `S^]`bS`a bOZYW\U b]
OZ]b]T`S^]`bS`a]``S^]`bS`abOZYW\U
b]^]ZWbWQWO\aO\R`O`SZgb]^S]^ZSeV]
Q]cZRVSZ^cac\RS`abO\Ra][S]TbVS
PSVW\RbVSaQS\S Rg\O[WQa bVOb O`S
U]W\U]\¶
³AcaO\1O``]ZZ

&3abOPZWaVAbO\RO`RaO\R 
/QQ]c\bOPWZWbg;SQVO\Wa[a
While journalists worry about how they
cover religion, do they pay the same care to
the way they cover women, race, class, or age?
News organizations must make clear to their
employees what it means to be sexist or racist
or ageist in their coverage and make sure that
their organization’s standards are widely known.
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µBVS`SOa]\bVS001WaU]]RWaPSQOcaS
bVS`S O`S `cZSa bVOb U]dS`\ Wb BVS`S
O`SW\Rcab`gabO\RO`RaO\R`cZSabVOb
U]dS`\ Wb O\R bVOb¸a Xcab O TOQb /\R
bVS`S caSR b] PS IabO\RO`RaK W\ bVWa
Q]c\b`g O\R bVS\ bVSg eS`S bV`]e\
OaWRSO\RbVS`SacZbWaa][S]TbVSaZO^
ROaVabcTTbVObeSaSSb]ROg¶
³1V`WabWO\S/[O\^]c`
µIBKVS`S VOdS PSS\ S\]`[]ca PObbZSa
bV`]cUV]cb /[S`WQO\ VWab]`g ]dS`
[SRWO ^]ZWQg  U]dS`\[S\b ^]ZWQg
b]eO`R bVS [SRWO bVS ab`cQbc`S ]T
]c` [SRWO agabS[   Pcb IbVSg VOdSK
ZO`USZg PSS\ c\`S^]`bSR bVSaS ^cPZWQ
PObbZSa ]dS` eVOb YW\R ]T O [SRWO
agabS[ O []RS`\ RS[]Q`OQg \SSRa 
/\R 7 bVW\Y eS¸`S Ob bVWa abOUS `WUVb
\]e´IT]` SfO[^ZSK bVS RWaQcaaW]\a
eS¸`S VOdW\U OP]cb bVS 7\bS`\Sb O\R
bVSTOWZc`Sa]TbVSQ][[S`QWOZ[SRWO´
eS¸`S Ob bVS abOUS eVS`S bVS SO`Zg
\Sea^O^S`a eS`S W\ bVS &!¸a eVS`S
`ORW] eOa W\ bVS SO`Zg '¸a eVS`S
bVSbSQV\]Z]UgVOab]bOZZgRSabOPWZWhSR
bVSSfWabW\UagabS[O\RO\SeT]`[]T
[Oaa Q][[c\WQObW]\ Wa RSdSZ]^W\U
BVS`S O`S VcUS ^]ZWQg WaacSa bVOb
O`S PSW\U RSPObSR bVOb ]c`¬SfWabW\U
[SRWO agabS[ R]Sa\¸b P]bVS` b] Q]dS`
PSQOcaSWb¸a\]bW\bVSW`W\bS`SabT]`bVS
/[S`WQO\^S]^ZSb]c\RS`abO\R[SRWO
^]ZWQg  /\R a] bVS ]ZR [SRWO agabS[
Q]\bW\cSa b] RO[^S\ O\R ZSOdS ]cb
W\T]`[ObW]\OP]cbV]eOPSbbS`[SRWO
agabS[Q]cZRPSQ]\ab`cQbSR¶
³8cO\5]\hOZSh

0WOa>c\RWb`gO\RbVS>`Saa

/bO5ZO\QS(BW^aT]`;SRWO1]\ac[S`a#BVW\UaG]c1O\2]@WUVb
<]e
1. Exercise the Power of Your Purse.
Don’t like it? Don’t buy it.
2. Email the Advertisers.
If it’s on the public airwaves, find out who the advertisers are and write them a note.
3. Call the Television or Radio Newsroom.
Tell those in charge what you really think. What the public demands can make a difference.
4. Write the Newspaper or Magazine Editor.
See something you don’t like? Let the editor know.
5. Create and Participate in Alternative Media.
Digital media and the rise of citizen journalism offer myriad opportunities to democratize the
news. Dive in.

3fS`QWaSbVS>]eS`]TG]c` 
>c`aS

Don’t like it? Don’t buy it.
µµES [cab bOYS ]c` `]ZSa Oa [SRWO
Q]\ac[S`a RSOR aS`W]caZg QOZZW\U
bSZSdWaW]\ SfSQcbWdSa O\R \Sea^O^S`
SRWb]`a ]\ bVSW` [WaUcWRSR QV]WQSa
O\RQSZSP`ObW\UbVS[eVS\bVSgUSbWb
`WUVb7\O\W\Q`SOaW\UZgQ]`^]`ObWhSR
[SRWOZO\RaQO^SWbWag]c`R]ZZO`\]b
g]c` RWaUcab bVOb eWZZ []ab `SORWZg
USbPWUeWUObbS\bW]\2]\¸bPcgaSfWab
[OUOhW\Sa R]\¸b bc\S W\b] b] `OQWab
`ORW] O\R R]\¸b eObQV `SRcQbWdS
`SQgQZSR W\T]bOW\[S\b PSW\U ^Oe\SR
]TTOa\Sea¶
³1]c`b\Sg;O`bW\

3[OWZbVS/RdS`bWaS`a
Get them where it hurts. If it’s on the
public airwaves, find out who the advertisers are
and write them a note.

!1OZZbVSBSZSdWaW]\]`@ORW] 
<Sea`]][
Viewers have an impact, as newsrooms
worry about their perception and their relationship
with the public. Tell those in charge what you
really think. What the public demands can make
a difference.

µ7 bVW\Y Wb bOYSa bVS ^O`bWQW^ObW]\ ]T
dWSeS`a b] e`WbS O\R aOg ·G]c Y\]e
eVOb\]b]\ZgRWR\¸b7ZWYSbVObPcb7
IRWRKZWYSbVOb7ZWYSRbVObg]cVOR
[]`S e][S\ ]\ g]c` \Sea aV]e 7
ZWYSRbVObg]cVOR[]`S^S]^ZS]TQ]Z]`
a^SOYW\UOP]cbbVSaSWaacSa¸¶
³>O[SZO<SeYW`Y

0WOa>c\RWb`gO\RbVS>`Saa
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"E`WbSbVS<Sea^O^S`]`
;OUOhW\S3RWb]`



See something you don’t like? Let the
editor know. Email and snail mail addresses for
the editors are often listed on websites and in
hard copy publications too.

µES e]cZR\¸b aOg bVW\Ua OP]cb
3dO\USZWQOZ 1V`WabWO\a I\]e PcbK
eVS\ 7 eOa ][PcRa[O\ Ob BVS
EOaVW\Ub]\ >]ab ^S]^ZS OQbSR Oa WT
3dO\USZWQOZ1V`WabWO\aeS`S;O`bWO\a
O\RaOWROZZbVSabc^WRYW\Ra]TbVW\Ua
eS¸`S\]eaOgW\UOP]cbe][S\/\RbVS
3dO\USZWQOZ1V`WabWO\aQ][^ZOW\SR7b
[ORSORWTTS`S\QS¶
³5S\SdO=dS`V]ZaS`

#1`SObSO\R>O`bWQW^ObSW\
/ZbS`\ObWdS;SRWO



Digital media and the rise of citizen
journalism offer myriad opportunities to
democratize the news. Dive in.

µ<Se[]RSZa]T[SRWOO`SS[S`UW\UOZZ
bVSbW[S)eSVOdSQWbWhS\aQ][[WbbW\U
X]c`\OZWa[ bVS[aSZdSa O\R eS
VOdS RWUWbOZ [SRWO eVWQV O`S dS`g
W\bS`SabW\U ]^^]`bc\WbWSa T]` ca b]
RS[]Q`ObWhS O\R b] [OYS O RWTTS`S\QS
W\ eOga bVOb `SOZZg eS Q]cZR\¸b W\
bVS ^Oab eVS\ eS W\ ]ZR [SRWO eS`S
UObSYSS^S`a¶
³5S\SdO=dS`V]ZaS`
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1]\QZcaW]\

We leave you with the following thoughts:
We cannot have a democracy without a
fully participatory media – until women
and minorities are at the table informing
coverage and choices, the discussion is
incomplete.
When you see a problem, speak up – behind the
scenes, through contacts within the industry, or
through campaigns that hold the media publicly
accountable.
Please join us. Share our recommendations.
Post them on your website, your Facebook page,
your blog. Forward this report. Get involved
in our organizations. You can learn more about
current initiatives in Appendix B.
Together, we can change the way the media
represents our candidates, and our world.

0WOa>c\RWb`gO\RbVS>`Saa
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i

Soundbites to Solutions Instant Poll, The White House Project, The Women’s Media Center, Maynard
Institute for Journalism Education, June 17, 2008.

ii

Gallup Panel survey conducted May 19-21.

iii

Rasmussen Reports national telephone survey conducted June 6, 2008.

iv

Center for Information and Research on Civic Learning and Engagement, Millenials Talk Politics: A Study
of College Student Political Engagement.

v

Lifetime Networks’ Every Woman Counts Poll conducted April 2-7, 2008.

vi

Rasmussen Reports national telephone survey conducted June 6, 2008.

vii

Cited on PBS Newshour (http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/politics/jan-june08/youthvote_05-26.html)

viii

http://blog.thewhitehouseproject.org/2008/06/16/giving-the-daughter-test-to-mainstream-media/

ix

Dori Maynard, “Fault Lines” framework”, http://www.maynardije.org/programs/faultlines/

x

Maynard Institute for Journalism Education

xi

ASNE.org, Newsroom Employment Census,Table A

xii

All data from http://www.asne.org

xiii

Check The White House Project website for an update with the latest figures by the end of 2008

xiv

Patrick Healy, “Jackson Barks, But Does He Still Have Bite?” (The New York Times, 7/11/08)

xv

The book will be published in 2009. Visit www.womensmediacenter.com for a preview.
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The White House Project, a national,
nonpartisan, not-for-profit organization, 501(c)
(3), aims to advance women’s leadership in
all communities and sectors, up to the U.S.
presidency. By filling the leadership pipeline
with a richly diverse, critical mass of women,
we make American institutions, businesses and
government truly representative. Through multiplatform programs, The White House Project
creates a culture where America’s most valuable
untapped resource—women—can succeed in
all realms. To advance this mission, The White
House Project strives to support women and the
issues that allow them to lead in their own lives
and in the world. When women leaders bring
their voices, vision and leadership to the table
alongside men, the debate is more robust, the
policy more inclusive and sustainable. For more
information visit www.thewhitehouseproject.org

Robert C. Maynard Institute for Journalism
Education helps the nation’s news media reflect
America’s diversity in staffing, content and
business operations. Through its professional
development programs, the Institute prepares
managers for careers in both business- and newssides of the journalism industry. The Institute has
a history of training and placing more nonwhite
journalists than any other single institution in the
country. Through the 1970s and 1980s, more
than 200 were trained and placed through the
Institute’s flagship, Summer Program for Minority
Journalists, held at the University of California,
Berkeley. Since 1980, almost 200 journalists of
color trained for advancement to editing desks at
the six-week Editing Program, which was relocated
in 2000 to the Graduate School of Journalism at
the University of California, Berkeley. For more
information visit www.mjie.org

The Women’s Media Center strives to make
women visible and powerful in the media. From
our founding in 2005 by some of the best minds
in the feminist movement and the media industry
to our advocacy and media relations work
today, we are part of a strong feminist tradition
that seeks to hold the media accountable
for presenting the world as we know it. Our
mission is to assure that women and women’s
experiences are reflected in the media just as
women are present everywhere in the real world;
that women are represented as local, national,
and global sources for and subjects of the
media; and that women media professionals
have equal opportunities for employment and
advancement. For more information visit www.
womensmediacenter.com

1]OZWbW]\>O`b\S`a
Asian American Journalists Association
Center for Integration and Improvement of
Journalism
Demos: A Network for Ideas & Action
Every Woman Counts & Lifetime Networks
National Association of Black Journalists
National Association of Hispanic Journalists
National Coalition on Black Civic Participation
National Council for Research on Women
Native American Journalist Association
Third Wave Foundation
Womensenews.org
Women’s Coalition for Dignity & Diversity
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